Happy holidays!

The entire staff at the Emory Libraries wishes you a happy and healthy holiday season. We look forward to serving our patrons in the new year!

Macklin named interim dean and university librarian of Emory Libraries

Lisa Macklin has been named the interim dean and university librarian of Emory Libraries. She will serve in this position while the search for the inaugural vice provost for libraries and museum is finalized and the new appointment is in place.

Macklin serves Emory Libraries as associate dean of research, engagement, and scholarly communications.

Holiday reading, watching and more through Emory Libraries

You’ll find plenty to read, watch and listen to during the holiday break with the resources provided by Emory Libraries. Books and e-books, DVDs, streaming movies and documentaries, and music are available for checkout for those with a current Emory ID. As an Emory ID holder, you can also get a Fulton County Public Library card and access their resources, including foreign language lessons and streaming movies and music. Read on to find out more, as well as ideas from our staff librarians.

Feast of Words 2021 honors Emory faculty authors

A Feast of Words is an annual celebration by the Emory Center for Faculty Development and Excellence for faculty authors and editors in honor of the books they published in the prior academic year ending August 2021. For the second year, the in-person gathering couldn't be held due to pandemic restrictions. But CFDE created a video with help from the Academic Technology Services' production team at Emory Libraries that includes a message from Provost Ravi Bellamkonda, interview snippets with several authors, and a scrolling list of all the authors and their published titles.

The list features 88 titles and 73 faculty members among the authors and editors. Enjoy the video presentation and read a printed list of authors and titles at the link below.

Beckett Letters project receives grant to finish Location Register

The Letters of Samuel Beckett Project at Emory University recently received a $10,000 grant from the Delmas Foundation to finish the Location Register portion of the project, which verifies the location of the legendary Irish writer’s known correspondence in various public archives and institutions.

Rose Library podcast series returns for second season

The Rose Library Presents podcast series launched its second season this fall. The series is actually three podcasts, each with a different theme – Community Conversations, Behind the Archives, and Atlanta Intersections – featuring interviews about Rose Library collections and staff work.

To listen in from the platform of your choice, click the button below to go to the podcast landing page, select the one you want, then click “episodes” at the top to access all episodes from the beginning of the season.